
IndoStyle

IndoStyle Freight them home to Australia easily, quickly and safely

The UlTimaTe Bali Shopping experience...

Find the best buys at the best price

PO Box 427 Ettalong Beach NSW 2257

Telephone - Within Australia
02 4341 9278 | Tracey 0414 654 678 | Malcolm 0416 308 503

Telephone - Outside Australia
+61 2 4341 9278 | Tracey +61 414 654 678 | Malcolm +61 416 308 503

e-mail: info@indostyle.com.au

www.indostyle.com.au

For more information on Bali shopping tours and importations, visit our 

website or contact Malcolm and Tracey Britt on 02 4341 9278.

Even if you don’t take an IndoStyle tour, we can still freight your purchases 

home. Simply pay the shop owner, take a photo of your purchase and get an 

invoice with the specifications and the shop owner’s details. On your return, 

email or post the invoice to us and we’ll do the rest! experts in importing...

l must have it…



         is a shopper’s paradise. 
You can buy almost anything you 
desire for less than a quarter of 
the price you’d pay at home. 
From furniture, to stone, to 
precious items like pure silver 
rings, the choices are endless 
and the savings are a wonderful 
temptation.
But how do you get your exciting Bali purchases 
back into Australia, undamaged and through customs 
without large additional charges? 

IndoStyle is an expert in Bali shopping and 
importation. We have been conducting Bali shopping 
tours and importing from Indonesia since 1999.

Our experienced shopping tour guide will help you 
find everything you want from a 2m high stone 
Buddha to all fittings and furniture for a whole house. 

We will take care of all the legal, logistical and 
insurance arrangements to freight your purchases 
back to Australia using our unique customised 
packaging system, designed to ensure the safe and 
easy transportation of even the most fragile items.

Once your items arrive in Australia, they are 
delivered to our unpacking and distribution centre. 
This is conveniently located next to the Sydney 
Container Terminal and has an Australian Quarantine 
Inspection Station within the centre for quick and 
easy inspections and early release for delivery 
anywhere within Australia.

You’ll never have an easier, cheaper or more 
exciting Bali shopping experience than with 
IndoStyle.

1.  Always buy stock off the 
floor so that you can be 
confident of its condition and 
do your homework before 
you travel eg. measure 
the space for that piece of 
furniture, floor space for 
those tiles or standard sizes 
for those tap fittings.

2.  Inspect all items for 
structural and visual defects 
as quality can vary significantly 
between stores.

3.  Ensure that your invoice is 
correct before you leave the 
store. If the invoice is written 
in Indonesian, ask the shop 
owner to write it again in 
English.

4.  Use a professional shopping 
tour guide such as ours who 
knows how to do business 
with the Balinese and where 
the best places are to find 
exactly what you’re looking 
for. Our guide has been 
working with IndoStyle for 
10 years and has extensive 
experience in Australian 
quarantine and customs 
regulations.

5.  Remember that permits 
may be required to bring 
your purchases back into 
Australia. 
IndoStyle has immediate 
access to all permits required.

6.  While most Balinese people 
speak a reasonable standard 
of English if you have any 
communication issues while 
shopping, you are strongly 
recommended to use the 
services of an interpreter 
such as our shopping tour 
guide.

7.  When tempted to buy a 
cheap Balinese product, 
consider the fact that the 
shipping costs can be 
as much as the original 
purchase price. It therefore 
pays to purchase the highest 
quality items you can afford.

8.  Only buy recyclable timbers 
otherwise they may shrink 
when you bring them from a 
wet to a dry climate.

9.  When buying stone, 
remember that natural 
products may contain flaws so 
go over each item in detail 
and make sure it is cut flat 
on the base. Packaging is 
critical for stone particularly 
for brittle stone such as 
limestone so don’t allow 
the store to simply wrap 
your items in cardboard. 
For highly fragile items, 
we strongly recommend 
IndoStyle’s unique packaging 
and transportation system 
which has been designed 

to suspend items on strong 
elastic within a case so they 
can move in transportation 
without coming into contact 
with any surface. Every item 
is individually packaged in the 
ideal way to ensure it reaches 
your doorstep in the same 
condition as it left the shores 
of Bali.

10.  Don’t organise your own 
container or let a Balinese 
shop owner organise 
your freight. Very often 
a shop owner will offer 
transportation at a low 
fee but extra charges are 
later incurred for clearance 
costs, port charges, storage 
costs, quarantine, inspection 
costs, GST and import duty. 
IndoStyle will charge an 
all inclusive, fixed fee that 
covers everything required to 
deliver your items to you in 
Australia.
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